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Description: 
Writing impressively and accurately has been a dream of every writer. Content writing is an art, 
and it's complicated to write engaging, error-free, and eye-catching content without any tool in a 
world of online businesses.  
 
Knowing how significant it is to write a genuine written piece having no grammar errors including 
sentence structures, wrong placement of punctuation, misspellings, inconsistencies, poor 
readability, improper tone etc. Also, where search engines have made things easier for online 
businesses, people often copy and paste works of others which is called plagiarism. 
 
So, Grammarly and its alternatives are not only helping hands in checking all the grammatical 
errors but also they detect the plagiarized content that makes it difficult for one to copy 
someone's work.  
 
Here in this article, we are going to throw a light on the topmost, and leading 15 alternatives of 
Grammarly, which are not only easy to use but also these 15 alternatives are having the 
topmost features that may take a lead on the Grammarly app. 
 
Before going to discuss these 15 topmost and leading alternatives, first, we will let our readers 
know about Grammarly that was ahead of the curve on most fronts. 
 
Grammarly: 
Grammarly is an app with 20 million daily active users and 34,000+ chrome store reviews. It is a 
useful writing tool that enables job seekers, writers, managers, and other professionals to 
proofread and edit their documents for any sort of grammar errors along with plagiarism. 
 
Grammarly checks for more than 250 types of punctuation, spelling, and many other grammar 
errors. It also enhances your vocabulary by bringing forth synonyms and catchy phrases where 
they see a word or phrase do not make sense.  
 



Grammarly Free Trial: 
You can try Grammarly for free by copying and pasting your work into a box on the Grammarly 
website. It gives you a seven days free trial where you are allowed to use its every feature 
which is included in the paid version. 
 
Grammarly paid version: 
Grammarly offers a 7-day free trial but after 7 days one has to pay it. Grammarly is available on 
a subscription basis with both monthly and annual plans. The paid versions of Grammarly are: 
 
Monthly subscription plan: $29.95 per month 
Quarterly subscription plan: $59.95 per quarter  
Annual subscription plan: $139.95 per year 
 
Features of Grammarly: 

● Capable to check more than 2500 grammatical mistakes.  
● It makes clear punctuation errors and also takes care of your writing style.  
● You can get all functionality of this app at once.  
● It informs about the duplicate work.  
● It enhances your sentence structures  
● It makes your written pieces more readable.  
● You can use it online as well as offline.  
● It works in so many browsers. 

 
Grammar, spellings, and punctuations are checked in freemium while the rest of the features 
are in premium versions. 
 

TOPMOST AND LEADING 15 ALTERNATIVES OF 
GRAMMARLY: 

 
There are plenty of grammar and spell checkers tools and apps but these 15 one alternatives 
are the topmost online and offline writing tools that are taking the lead in the markets just 
because of their features, look, accuracy, and pricing. 
 
To add more, some of these apps are paid and some are unpaid. In other words, some are 
available in freemium others are in premium versions while few are completely free. So, whether 
you're a full-time student, a blogger, or a professional who often has to look for a tool that can 
assist him/her in terms of rectifying mistakes like grammar, spelling errors, punctuation errors, 



can easily access these apps or tools. Following are the topmost and leading 15 alternatives of 
Grammarly: 
 
 
1-Ginger: 
It runs in chrome and safari browsers. The compatibility of the app is not limited as it is 
compatible with Windows, Mac, Android, and IOS. 
  
It is considered as a topmost tool and a suitable alternative of Grammarly because it has both 
the unpaid and paid versions. Its monthly subscription is $29.96, $19.98 month for quarterly 
option, and $12.48 month for a one-year subscription.  
 
As one of the leading running writing assistants on the internet, Ginger holds a special 
reputation. The tool is designed with smart algorithms built by great coders and linguists. Thus, 
its text corrections are more accurate if compared to its contemporary tools. Also, the sentence 
is carefully read before the software suggests possible rectifications.  
 
Here are some of its functions: 
 

● Checks spellings, Punctuations, and grammar.  
● Rephrases weekly constructed sentences to boost up clarity.  
● Provides better word and phrase choice. 
● Examine errors and provide a reliable suggestion for improvement purposes. 
● Besides these features, Ginger also translates your text to over 40 other languages.  

 
2-SlickWrite: 
It is the most prominent tool from the Grammarly substitutes. It points out numerous errors that 
are passive voices, adverbs, redundant sentences, transition words, and so on. It also offers 
different types of options when choosing any word such as dictionary definition, Wikipedia, and 
Google information, associate words, and few more.  
 
It is integrated into Chrome and Firefox browsers. It's almost free. Unlike Grammarly, you are 
not supposed to download it and install it. You can access it via Chrome or Firefox browsers. 
Just open your browsers and paste your content within its boxes. The best part? You won't be 
paying a single penny as it's absolutely free of cost.  
 
Some of its characteristics: 

● Easy and lightfast grammar checker. 
● Personalized feedback to check out your performance and match your style.  
● Privacy of your written pieces is their topmost priority.  
● Creating genuine reports and adding real impact. 

 
3-Reverso: 



Reverso is another leading and free writing tool that helps you to search for basic errors as well 
as advanced errors. It offers various options that encompass synonyms, dictionary, and 
conjugate.  
 
It works in so many languages and can translate your text into languages such as German, 
Russian, Arabic, and French etc. Also, it assists you to improve your English grammar because 
it has a few other cool features that are adverbs, prepositions, verbs etc and their easy 
explanation. 
  
It works only in the Chrome browser. It is compatible with both Android and IOS. It's a profound 
tool for non-native speakers aiming to convert their specific own languages into the ones they 
are looking for. It's easy and straightforward to use. For beginners, it's just like a worth in gold.  
 
Features include: 

● Natural Machine Translation (NMT) technology to speed up one's fluency and accuracy 
of the written piece. 

● It is applicable in 12 different languages. 
● Easy, straightforward, and simple to work on. 

 
4-PaperRater: 
It is another cool tool for writers as it's a complete package for finding errors of grammar, 
spellings, and Punctuations. It shows the suggestions in the option box. Thus, whenever you 
click on the marked words it will lead you to an open box.  
 
It has also a helpful plagiarized checker that is capable of detecting any plagiarized content and 
making it fully unique and original. One can also improve the efficiency of your writing with the 
help of "vocabulary usage" and "sentence length" kind of features.  
 
Its compatibility is web-based only. It has freemium and premium both versions. To discuss its 
premium versions, it cost $11.29/month or $71.55/year. Moreover, when you visit this tool 
through your web you'll be pleased by it's clean and simple use which is also a dude of 
non-techies.  
 
Its features are: 

● Plagiarized content detector.  
● Automated essay scoring program.  
● Checking of the mistakes of grammar, punctuation, and spellings with full accuracy.  
● Vocabulary and phrases builder app.  

 
Note: It needs to be kept in mind that PaperRater can only be used on its own website. No 
browser or software downloader can access it. 
 
 



5-Write full: 
It's one of the topmost alternatives of Grammarly. This writing app is integrated into the Chrome 
browser. It works only in the Chrome browser. This is also compatible with Windows, Mac, and 
Linux. The best part? It's absolutely free of cost.  
 
It's free and open-source that provides comprehensive feedback regarding your writing content, 
whether you're a researcher, publisher, or a professional. Write full tool is a leading language 
model with cool techniques in artificial intelligence to aid your written work in an awesome way. 
It's geared towards science and academics both approaches.  
 
Some of its features are: 

● Diction suggestions to hike up the caliber of your writing.  
● It translates your work in the English language.  
● It has a great feature of a pronunciation guide for a word or phrase.  
● It also monitors your word usage.  
● It compares different phrases used in contrast context.  
● Integration into your website or publishing setup is another cool feature. 

 
6-ProwritingAid: 
It's one of the best alternatives on the list for Grammarly. It integrates with MS Word, Google 
Docs, Scrivener, and Several browsers as an extension. Its compatibility ranges from Windows 
to Mac.  
 
It is relatively easy in design if compared to Grammarly. The suggested correction will be on the 
left side of the app but make sure don't move the cursor otherwise the suggestion window will 
disappear. 
 
ProwritingAid gives additional features if compared to Grammarly. It checks your spelling, 
grammar, style, overused words, diction, dialogue, homonyms, and much more. 
 
It catches more errors but also sometimes gives the suggestion that is wrong or maybe not 
needed at that place. 
 
It provides free as well as the paid version. The free version is obviously free while the paid 
version has a subscription of 1,2 or 3 years in the range of $50-$100 and a lifetime subscription 
of $175. 
 
Some of its features are: 

● Spelling, grammar, punctuation, and sentence correction.  
● Inappropriate word selection.  
● It also includes intricate word choice.  
● Corrects passive voice misuse.  
● It enhances the overall readability of your written pieces. 



 
 
7-Hemingway: 
It's another leading reputable paragraph checker and sentence corrector fruitful for 
professionals, students, and content writers. It precisely scans your text and highlights the 
errors, and offers correspondence to the highlighted words or phrases.  
 
The software had two kinds; a Hemingway app and a Hemingway editor. The best parts? Firstly, 
it's free, secondly, you can use it without an internet connection.  
 
It has an advanced design with really unique features and options. You get two options on the 
upper side of the app: write and edit. The app is full of features. It tells readability, Reading time, 
letters, characters, words, sentences, paragraphs, adverbs, use of passive voice, phrases have 
a simpler alternative and are hard to read sentences. 
 
The accuracy rate is more as compared to Grammarly. 
It has a price of $20 but the interesting part is that it is for a lifetime. So, I prefer it because it's 
really cheap compared to the above tools. 
 
Features include: 

● Check out your documents using different formatting tools.  
● Brings improvement in the readability of your content.  
● It does monitor the number of adverbs and passive voice use.  
● You can also receive the report analysis of your document's grammar level. 

 
 
8-Whitesmoke: 
The list of topmost alternatives would not be completed without this one of the leading writing 
tools. It is compatible with Windows, IOS, and all types of other browsers.  
 
It has a decent look. If you want to check your grammar mistakes you will get two options in the 
downward direction named as check text where you can have a look at your grammar errors 
and apply changes where you can apply the changes that you have done right then. 
 
Grammarly and Whitesmoke both have cut to cut accuracy so it's hard to tell about this. 
It gives three main packages according to your requirement. The first package is known as 
essential which is for writers and students for $4.16. The second is known as premium for 
$6.67. The third one is for the business class known as Business for $11.50. 
 
Features include:  

● It can detect your mistakes and correct them.  
● In addition to that, it has a grammar checker, style checker, translator, plagiarism 

checker, punctuation checker, WhiteSmoke anywhere, and WhiteSmoke writer. 



● Its translator can support more than 50 languages.  
● It has its own dictionary, too. 

 
 
9-OnlineCorrection: 
Though not as versatile as Grammarly but OnlineCorrection is one of the useful apps in terms of 
checking out your spellings and grammar mistakes. The tool is pretty straightforward to use and 
works easily in detecting your errors such as style, sentence structures, clarity, tone, and 
punctuations. It also detects plagiarized content and makes it original. 
 
The app is free. It doesn't have a paid version. It is compatible with Windows, Mac, Linux plus it 
is web-based. It is a writing tool that is used by many people from all walks of life.  
This service is designed using a number of various language programs such as Hunspell, 
DICTION, and language tools.  
 
Features: 

● It can check any sort of mistakes related to grammar.  
● It can genuinely detect plagiarism.  
● It comes with an auto-correct feature that allows you to automatically correct your flaws. 

 
10-GrammarCheck: 
It's one of the leading and free of cost writing tool used by the students and professionals. 
Though it may not have the best correspondence with Grammarly, it's still one of the best 
alternatives. It's also one of the easiest and straightforward tools that can be used for making 
your content free from errors.  
 
It is compatible with Windows, Mac, Linux, and web-based setups. 
 
Some of its features are: 
Basic grammar checking and misspelled words corrector.  
Style, consistency, and tone improvement.  
Advanced checking of errors using Deep search. 
 
11-1Checker: 
1Checker is a newly designed unpaid tool for editing and proofreading. This tool includes 
artificial intelligence technologies. What I have always admired in this app is that it never fails to 
help in proofreading.  
 
Most of the professionals use it for proofreading in case the Grammarly doesn’t put on a great 
show. It also provides detailed and easy explanations so that one can learn from the errors and 
also be able to restrain from such mistakes in the future. Moreover, Thanks to the "contextual 
learning methodology" as it offers better word choice.  
 



To talk about its compatibility, it is available for Windows, Mac, and IOS. It does permit plugin for 
MS Word of MS outline.  
 
Its features are: 

● Top-Class proofreading.  
● It checks each word in sentences.  
● It translates your text into many languages.  
● Its artificial intelligence technology helps one to identify errors.  
● Tells about the sentence length, structural flow in the form of graphs 

 
13-LanguageTool: 
If you are looking for a simple, privacy-focused, and open source spell checking grammar 
correction tool, then it is one of the reliable software to use.  
 
LanguageTool has a free version that brings a reliable error checker and informs you regarding 
basic typos errors. The tool also has a premium version, which is packed with features. The 
Premium version starts at $14.99 per month.  
 
This tool is developed in developer API subscription, which as the name informs, brings API 
access that can be helpful for big media programs. It's compatible with Chrome and Firefox 
extensions.  
 
Features are: 

● A good proofread software. 
● It has a cool privacy-centric approach.  
● Support 20+ languages such as German, French, Dutch etc.  
● Tells you about the basic grammatical errors. 

 
 
13-AutoCript: 
If you're a novelist and looking for a smart writing tool that includes the cool features to help in 
proofreading your prose, you are just at the right place. It's an impressive alternative to 
Grammarly that works as a substitute for an in-person close reading. It helps you detect issues 
with your word selection, pacing, and provides an excellent report on how to improve your WIP.  
 
It is present in paid and unpaid both versions. It costs you $30 a month for a professional, $297 
per year for Annual Processional. It's compatible with web-based,  Windows, and Mac.  
 
Here are its features: 

● It renders an in-depth analysis of your content.  
● It also provides a summary report to show some which areas particularly need 

improvement.  
● It identifies your issues with grammar, readability, spacing, and clarity.  



● You can edit your work chapters by chapters. 
 
14-TextMate: 
TextMate is a top app that can be used as a Grammarly alternative for Mac. It's considered as 
an open-source platform that assists you in shaping your content into a perfect one. This tool 
works on macOS 10.12 and in some other versions. You have a file search option in it where 
you are accessible to anything you look for. 
 
It's paid as well as unpaid. It has version control, snippets, multiple carets, commands, version 
control, and many other fine facilities.  
 
Its features are: 

● You can see the changes in your content through the editor view.  
● It can convert text and code it into snippets.  
● It supports multiple languages, workflows, and mark up systems.  
● There are also bundles in the tool.  
● Custom themes, live HTML are incorporated in the tool, too. 

 
15-Readable: 
Readable is a reliable writing app that can really help in improving your English language. It 
contains stories on various genres, such as thriller, horror, and comedy etc.  
 
It does have its own plagiarism checker. It also provides detailed information about the errors 
whether it's related to proofreading or editing. The has a free version and the paid version. It's 
one the straightforward and easy tool. It is compatible with Windows, Mac, and IOS.  
 
Its features are: 

● The app shows the sentences with pictures for clear and vivid understanding.  
● It includes fun stories for learning unique words.  
● It helps your brains memorize words from stories.  
● It improves your communication skills. 

 
 
Final word: 
Don’t rely on mere quick proofreading or a rapid edit. To nourish your content beyond extremes, 
we truly suggest you to choose two or three of our aforementioned alternatives from the list.  
 
It won’t only provide you with unique and clean content but it will surely help you in shaping your 
ideas and writings into more advanced levels. Moreover, by choosing a few of our alternatives, 
we fully assure you that you’ll produce impeccable content that will attract the eyes and mind 
simultaneously. We wish you all the best for your future ahead!  
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


